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Abstract
Recent years have seen a growing interest towards algebraic structures that are able to express
formalisms di.erent from the standard, tree-like presentation of terms. Many of these approaches
reveal a speci1c interest towards the application to the ‘distributed and concurrent systems’ 1eld,
but an exhaustive comparison between them is sometimes di4cult, because their presentations
can be quite dissimilar. This work is a 1rst step towards a uni1ed view: Focusing on the primitive
ingredients of distributed spaces (namely interfaces, links and basic modules), we introduce a
general schema for describing a normal form presentation of many algebraic formalisms, and
show that those normal forms can be thought of as arrows of suitable monoidal categories.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Since models of computation based on the notion of free and bound names are
widespread, the notion of name sharing is essential for several applications ranging
from logic programming, -calculus, functional programming and process algebra with
restriction (or name hiding mechanisms) to mobile processes (where local names may
be communicated to the external world, thus becoming global names). We can think of
names as links to communication channels, or to objects, or to locations, or to remote
shared resources, or also to some causes in the event history of the system. In general,
names can be freely -converted, because the main information they o.er is sharing.
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Fig. 1. Wire and box representation for the term y1 =f(x1; g(x2); h(x1; a)).
Fig. 2. Di.erent diagrams for the term h(a; a).
The simplest example is given by nonlinear contexts over a certain signature, where
the same variable can occur twice or more: When the context is instantiated the actual
values of such nonlinear parameters must be suitably duplicated so to 1ll all the ‘holes’
in the context.
An informal ‘wire and box notation’ may give an intuitive, visual understanding
of the name sharing mechanism: Wires represent variables and the operators of the
signature are denoted by boxes labeled with the corresponding operation symbols.
Connection points between wires attached to boxes and variables are marked by the
corresponding sort (i.e., the type of the wire). For instance, the diagram in Fig. 1 is
the graphical representation of the term y1 =f(x1; g(x2); h(x1; a)) over the one-sorted
signature

 = {a : 0→ 1; g : 1→ 1; h : 2→ 1; f : 3→ 1}
(containing the constant a, the unary operator g, the binary operator h and the ternary
operator f) and variables x1; x2, where the unique sort is denoted by the symbol ‘•’.
Notice that wire duplication (e.g., of x1) and wire swapping (e.g., of x2 and a
copy of x1) are auxiliary, in the sense that they belong to any wire and box model,
independently from the underlying signature. In general, the properties of the ‘wire
structure’ (that is, of the overall connection topology) are far from trivial, and could
lead to misleading system representations, whenever their interpretation is not well
formalized. For example, let us consider the wire and box diagrams D1 and D2 in
Fig. 2. In a value oriented interpretation, both D1 and D2 yield the same term h(a; a).
Instead, in a reference oriented interpretation, D1 and D2 de1ne di.erent situations: In
the former the two arguments of the h operator are uncorrelated, while in the latter
they point to the same shared location, whose content is ‘a’.
Many mathematical structures have been recently proposed for expressing formalisms
di.erent from the ordinary tree-like presentation of terms. They range from the :ow-
nomial calculus of SG tef Hanescu [7, 39], to the bicategories of processes of Walters
[22, 23], to the pre-monoidal categories of Power and Robinson [34], to the action
structures of Milner [30], to the interaction categories of Abramsky [1], to the sharing
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graphs of Hasegawa [20] and to the gs-monoidal categories of Corradini and Gadducci
[10, 11], just to mention a few (see also [12, 16, 18, 35]). It is noteworthy that all these
structures can be seen as enrichments of symmetric monoidal categories, which give
the basis for the description of distributed environments in terms of wire and box
diagrams.
We propose a schema for describing normal forms for this kind of structures, gen-
eralizing the one in [14] (and that bears some similarity to the equational term graphs
of Ariola and Klop [2]), thus obtaining a universal framework where any informal
diagram may 1nd its unique standard representation. We describe distributed spaces as
sets of assignments over sets of variables, distinguishing between four di.erent kinds
of assignment, each representing a basic functionality of the space, namely input and
output interfaces, basic modules, and connections (also called links).
Interfaces are the only means through which a distributed space can communicate
with the environment. Thus, distributed spaces can be seen as black boxes that can
be composed in parallel ( juxtaposing their interfaces) and sequentially (merging the
output interface of a box with the input interface of a second box). Basic modules
are a sort of primitive black boxes on which every other distributed space is built.
Links can be thought of as cables that are used to allow basic modules to exchange
information, i.e., links are some sort of communicating channels, describing the abstract
topology of the system. As in the real world, where one has the necessity to distinguish
between, e.g., one-to-one and one-to-many communications, the usage of links can
be restricted in many ways. Changing the constraints on the admissible connections
is the key to move between formalisms such as relations, partitions, partial orders,
etc. For example, one can consider spaces where the information Now among basic
modules is acyclic (the more general kind of such spaces is called relational), still
retaining the full compositionality of the framework. A smaller class of distributed
spaces is obtained by considering relational spaces equipped with one-to-one channels
only, which is still closed under parallel and sequential composition. When links are
regarded as transitively closed bidirectional channels, we get another relevant class of
systems called partition spaces, whose links broadcast data back and forth among the
interfaces they are connected to.
We call 
-spaces the distributed spaces over a signature 
 whose operators de1ne
the basic modules provided by the system, and show that the classes of 
-spaces we
are interested in always have at least the structure of a symmetric monoidal category.
We then establish a tight correspondence between 
-spaces and the initial model of
various categorical entities, implicitly recasting many formalisms proposed in the lit-
erature (usually in a set-theoretical way) for modeling distributed systems in a uni1ed
framework. Applications range from the embeddings of Petri nets and contextual nets,
to term graphs, partial orders, relations, and partitions.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we give a short account of
the various enrichments over monoidal categories (roughly corresponding to di.erent
formalisms for the semantics of distributed systems studied in the literature) that we
want to embed in our concrete normal form representation. In Section 3 we formally
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de1ne 
-spaces, equip them with two operations of parallel and sequential composition,
and state some additional properties for a relevant class of acyclic 
-spaces, called
relational. In Section 4 we show how it is possible to have a normal form representation
for most of the categorical models previously considered (hence, implicitly also for net
processes, term graphs, open graphs, relations, labeled partial orders, etc.) in terms
of acyclic spaces. In Section 5 we show that by dropping the acyclicity requirement
it is possible to model both partitions and contextual nets in a suitable way. The
relevant point is that all the classes under consideration are characterized by simple
restrictions on the admissible links of 
-spaces: Building on that, in Section 6, we draw
some conclusion and sketch future research aimed at the integration of the structures
considered in this paper, via an implementation of their normal form representation as

-spaces.
2. A categorical view for dierent formalisms
We recall here a few categorical de1nitions. They represent suitable enrichments
of monoidal categories and, as it is argued by various authors (and surveyed in e.g.
[11, 18]), these structures allow to recast the usual notion of term over a signature in a
more general setting. Moreover, the progressive enrichment of a basic theory with dif-
ferent, additional constructors generates a great variety of di.erent model classes, where
the notions of relation, partial order, partition, and many others can be represented and
compared.
Denition 2.1 (Signatures). A many-sorted hyper-signature 
 over a set S
 of sorts
is a family {
!;!′}!;!′ ∈ S∗
 of sets of operators. If S
 is a singleton, we denote the
hyper-signature 
 by the family {
n;m}n;m∈N.
We usually omit the pre1x ‘hyper’. When it is clear from the context that a set S
is the underlying set of sorts of a signature 
, we drop the subscript 
.
A many-sorted signature 
 over S can be viewed as a graph G
, whose nodes (also
objects) are strings on S, and whose edges (also arrows) are the operators of the
signature (i.e., G
 contains an edge 1 f :!→!′ if and only if f∈
!;!′).
Notice that for a set S, the set S∗ of its strings is the underlying set of a monoid,
where string concatenation · yields the monoidal operator, and the empty string 
is the neutral element. Thus, a signature morphism F from 
 to 
′ is just a graph
morphism whose object component is a monoid homomorphism, mapping each element
of S into an element of S ′.
A chain of structural enrichments enhances the expressiveness of di.erent classes
of models. The 1rst enrichment is common to all the formalisms we will consider,
and introduces the sequential and parallel composition operators, together with all the
1 We use f : a→ b to denote an edge f with source a and target b.
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arrows necessary for arbitrary permutations of objects (corresponding to the swappings
of wires in the wire and box presentation). Then, the models of the resulting symmetric
theory of 
 are just suitable symmetric monoidal categories [25], also equipped with
the 
-structure, i.e., where the operators of 
 are interpreted as arrows of the category.
We recall that a category C can be seen as a graph together with a total map
id :O→A that associates an arrow ida : a→ a to each object a∈O, and a partial,
associative operation for sequential composition of arrows ; :A×A→A that is de1ned
if and only if the target of its 1rst argument matches the source of its second argument.
Moreover, if f : a→ b and g : b→ c are arrows of C then f; g : a→ c is an arrow, and
for all f : a→ b we have ida;f=f=f; idb. Abusing the notation we will often denote
the arrow ida by the object name a itself.
The obvious notion of morphism between categories (mapping arrows into arrows
and objects into objects) must preserve the categorical structure (source, target, iden-
tities and sequential composition) and is called functor.
In what follows, we will sometimes refer to the opposite category Cop of a category
C as the category having the same objects as C, but where the direction of the arrows
is reversed (e.g., if f : a→ b and g : b→ c are arrows of C, then fop : b→ a, gop : c→ b
and gop;fop = (f; g)op).
Denition 2.2 (Monoidal and symmetric monoidal categories). A (strict) monoidal
category is a triple 〈C; ⊗ ; e〉, where C is the underlying category, the tensor product
⊗ :C×C→C is a functor satisfying the associative law (t1⊗ t2)⊗ t3 = t1⊗ (t2⊗ t3),
and e is an object of C satisfying the identity law t⊗ e= t= e⊗ t, for all arrows
t; t1; t2; t3 ∈C.
A symmetric monoidal category is a 4-tuple 〈C; ⊗ ; e; 〉, where 〈C; ⊗ ; e〉 is a
monoidal category, and  : 1⊗ 2⇒ 2⊗ 1 :C×C→C is a natural transformation 2
satisfying the coherence axioms
a⊗b; c = (a⊗ b; c); (a; c ⊗ b) and a; b; b; a = a⊗ b
for all objects a, b and c; i.e., using a diagrammatic presentation
A functor F :C→C′ between two (symmetric) monoidal categories is called
monoidal if F(t1⊗ t2)=F(t1)⊗ ′F(t2) and F(e)= e′; it is symmetric if in addition
2 Given functors F; G :A→B, a transformation  :F⇒G :A→B is a family of arrows of B in-
dexed by objects of A, = {a :F(a)→G(a) | a∈OA}. It is natural if for every arrow f : a→ a′ in A,
a;G(f)=F(f); a′ in B.
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Fig. 3. The symmetry a; b in the wire and box notation.
Fig. 4. Wire and box representation of the coherence axioms for symmetries.
Fig. 5. Wire and box representation of the naturality axiom for symmetries.
F(a; b)= ′F(a); F(b). We denote by SMCat the category of symmetric monoidal cate-
gories (as objects) and symmetric functors (as arrows).
We emphasize that the axiom a; b; b; a= a⊗ b makes  a natural isomorphism whose
inverse is the family of symmetries with reversed index arguments. Symmetries and
the other auxiliary constructors we are going to present can be pictured in the wire
and box notation as wire rearrangements. In our opinion, such representation illustrates
very well the meaning of coherence axioms. In particular, the generic symmetry a; b
is illustrated in Fig. 3, and the coherence axioms in Fig. 4 (the labels a; b and c just
denote the typing information associated to the wires).
The naturality of  is expressed by saying that for all arrows f : a→ b; g : c→d we
have (see Fig. 5):
(f ⊗ g); b;d = a; c; (g⊗ f):
Very informally, the meaning is that if one looks at several complex diagrams that
essentially contain the same functionalities, then the most important thing one has to
pay attention to is tracing the connection between the components, and listing the order
of input and output nodes.
In the following, we will use just the diagrammatic presentation for the axioms that
the auxiliary structure must satisfy, since they usually are more descriptive than their
algebraic counterparts.
2.1. Enriching the monoidal structure
The constructive de1nition of algebraic theories [24] as symmetric monoidal cate-
gories, enriched with two natural transformations (in the terminology we adopt in the
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Fig. 6. The naturality axiom for duplicators and dischargers.
following, the duplicator and the discharger), dates back to the mid-1970s [21, 33],
even if it has received a new stream of attention in these days. With respect to the
usual presentation via universal properties (or equivalently, the ordinary description of
terms by means of the meta-operation of substitution), it emphasizes and separates
very nicely the ‘link structure’ from the 
-structure, that is, from the textual occur-
rence in a term of the operators of the signature 
. As shown in Fig. 6, the naturality
axioms for these additional transformations express a controlled form of data sharing
and garbaging. This intuition is further con1rmed by the results in [11], where it is
shown that, if these axioms are missing (i.e., if duplicators and dischargers are just
transformations), then the corresponding gs-monoidal theory is the natural framework
for the representation of term graphs rather than terms (the pre1x ‘gs’ comes indeed
from graph substitution).
In this section we propose a taxonomy for these enriched structures. We begin with
the introduction of share categories.
Denition 2.3 (Share categories). A share category is a 5-tuple
〈C; ⊗ ; e; ;∇〉;
where 〈C; ⊗ ; e; 〉 is a symmetric monoidal category and the transformation ∇ : 1⇒
1⊗ 1 :C→C is such that ∇e = e, and satis1es the coherence axioms expressed by the
commutative diagrams below.
A share functor F :C→C′ between two share categories is a symmetric functor
such that F(∇a)=∇′F(a). We denote by ShCat the category of share categories (as
objects) and share functors (as arrows).
It is to be noticed that the naturality of the duplicator ∇a (The operator is represented
in Fig. 7 using the wire and box notation) is not required. The coherence axioms for
duplicators in share categories are depicted in Fig. 8. The 1rst two diagrams express a
sort of associativity and commutativity for the duplicator, and the third diagram tells
how the duplicator for a composed object a⊗ b can be obtained by composing the
duplicators for the subcomponents.
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Fig. 7. The duplicator ∇a in the wire and box notation.
Fig. 8. The coherence axioms for duplicators in share categories.
Fig. 9. The discharger !a in the wire and box notation.
Fig. 10. The coherence axioms for dischargers in gs-monoidal categories.
Denition 2.4 (GS-monoidal categories). A gs-monoidal category is a 6-tuple
〈C; ⊗ ; e; ;∇; !〉;
where 〈C; ⊗ ; e; ;∇〉 is a share category, and ! : 1⇒ e :C→C is a transformation
such that !e = e and it satis1es the coherence axioms expressed by the diagrams below.
A gs-monoidal functor F :C→C′ is a share functor such that F(!a)= !′F(a). We
denote by GSCat the category of gs-monoidal categories (as objects) and gs-monoidal
functors (as arrows).
Dischargers and the associated axioms are illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively:
The 1rst diagram says that creating two links and then discharging one of them just
yields the identity, the second diagram expresses the monoidality of !.
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In the set-theoretical interpretation, the additional structures of share categories and
of gs-monoidal categories correspond to the classes, respectively, of the converses of
surjective (sort preserving) functions and of the converses of (sort preserving) func-
tions, which provide initial models for the empty signature (cf. [8]). Whilst these
statements will be made precise later, the use of the wire and box notation may give
an intuitive understanding of this matter: When the object x in the source is connected
to the object y in the target then y is in the counter-image of x. When only symme-
tries are considered (without duplicators and dischargers), the structure captures just
bijections. Duplicators introduce non-injective correspondences, and dischargers can be
used to abandon surjective matchings (seen from right to left).
Interesting applications often require the presence of the categorical opposite of du-
plicators, which may be used to express a sort of data matching. Analogously, codis-
chargers are introduced to represent the explicit creation of data. Several combinations
are then possible, where only some of the operators are considered, and their mixed
compositions are di.erently axiomatized, ranging from the match-share categories of
[17] to the dgs-monoidal categories of [15, 16, 22]. We sketch now a survey of the
topic, brieNy commenting their role in the literature and the main di.erences between
similar models.
We start with what we call an r-monoidal category: One of the various extensions,
albeit with a di.erent name, proposed in [8, 38, 39].
Denition 2.5 (R-monoidal categories). An r-monoidal category is an 8-tuple
〈C; ⊗ ; e; ;∇; !;Q; †〉
such that 〈C; ⊗ ; e; ;∇; !〉 and 〈Cop; ⊗op ; e; op;Qop; †op〉 are both gs-monoidal cate-
gories, satisfying the additional coherence axioms below.
An r-monoidal functor F :C→C′ is a gs-monoidal functor (with respect to ∇ and
!) such that also Fop :Cop→C′op is so (with respect to Qop and †op). We denote by
RMCat the category of r-monoidal categories (as objects) and r-monoidal functors (as
arrows).
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Fig. 11. The coduplicator Qa and the codischarger †a.
Fig. 12. The axioms Qa;∇a =∇a⊗a; (Qa⊗Qa) and ∇a; Qa = a.
Fig. 13. The axioms †a; !a = e; †a;∇a = †a ⊗†a and Qa; !a =!a⊗ !a.
The additional structure and axioms of r-monoidal categories, expressing the interplay
between the gs and cogs structures, are illustrated in Figs. 11–13. For the sake of space,
in the caption of Fig. 12 we have employed an equivalent but more compact—albeit
less evocative—version of the axiom for r-monoidal categories Qa;∇a=(∇a⊗∇a);
(a⊗ a; a⊗ a); (Qa⊗Qa), since by coherence in share categories we have ∇a⊗a=
(∇a⊗∇a); (a⊗ a; a⊗ a).
The axioms we considered naturally embed the properties of relations, and the (par-
tial) algebraic structure of r-monoidal categories yields a useful mathematical tool for
their representation [8]. Again, the wire and box notation can provide some grasp
on the intuition behind these representations. An object x in the source is related to
an object y in the target if there is a wire between the two. Note that the number of
wires (or paths) connecting two objects is irrelevant, since the axiom ∇a; Qa= a holds.
Otherwise, one would consider multi-relations.
A stronger version of the axiom involving the composite Q;∇ is the basis for a
di.erent family of structures. In a certain sense, the stronger axiom establishes that
duplicators and coduplicators embed a sort of transitive and symmetric closure of the
relation, i.e., where only reachability is relevant in the link structure.
Denition 2.6 (Match-share categories). A match-share category is a 6-tuple
〈C; ⊗ ; e; ;∇;Q〉
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Fig. 14. The axiom Qa;∇a = (∇a⊗ a); (a⊗Qa).
such that 〈C; ⊗ ; e; ;∇〉 and 〈Cop; ⊗op; e; op;Qop〉 are both share categories, satisfying
the additional coherence axioms 3 below.
A match-share functor F :C→C′ is a share functor (with respect to ∇) such that
also Fop :Cop→C′op is so (with respect to Qop). We denote by MShCat the category
of match-share categories (as objects) and match-share functors (as arrows).
Match-share categories have been used in [17] to embed the algebraic properties
of processes for contextual nets [31] and, more generally, they can be considered as
models for partition-based structures. We talk about partitions because, in the set-
theoretical interpretation, the axioms on the additional operators enforce a sort of tran-
sitive closure on the represented relation, thus de1ning an equivalence on the (disjoint)
union of the source and target sets. This should be evident when looking at the wire and
box representation in Fig. 14, which illustrates the more interesting axiom of match-
share categories. Since dischargers and codischargers are not considered, in the initial
model of the empty signature each equivalence class contains at least one object of the
source and one of the target.
As in match-share categories we just introduce duplicators and coduplicators, we can
do the symmetric choice so to de1ne new-bang categories.
Denition 2.7 (New-bang categories). A new-bang category is a 6-tuple
〈C; ⊗ ; e; ; !; †〉;
where 〈C; ⊗ ; e; 〉 is a symmetric monoidal category, ! : 1⇒ e :C→C is a transfor-
mation such that !e = e; † : e⇒ 1 :C→C is a transformation such that †e = e, and they
satisfy the coherence axioms below.
3 Using these axioms and the coherence axioms involving (co)duplicators and symmetries, also the equation
Qa;∇a = (a⊗∇a); (Qa⊗ a) holds for any object a.
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A new-bang functor F :C→C′ is a symmetric monoidal functor such that also
F(!a)= !′F(a) and F(†a)= †′F(a). We denote by NBCat the category of new-bang cate-
gories (as objects) and new-bang functors (as arrows).
To the best of our knowledge, new-bang categories have not been analyzed before.
Basically, they provide the simplest enrichment able to deal with both name creation
and hiding. As shown in Section 4.5, the analysis of this structure leads to an inter-
esting representation of commutative monoids built on associative monoids (e.g., more
concretely, multi-sets of strings over an alphabet, where the elements of the alphabet
are regarded as unary operators of a signature).
Denition 2.8 (P-monoidal categories). A p-monoidal category is an 8-tuple
〈C; ⊗ ; e; ;∇; !;Q; †〉
such that both 〈C; ⊗ ; e; ;∇; !〉 and 〈Cop; ⊗op ; e; op;Qop; †op〉 are gs-monoidal cate-
gories, 〈C; ⊗ ; e; ;∇;Q〉 is a match-share category, and 〈C; ⊗ ; e; ; !; †〉 is a new-bang
category.
A p-monoidal functor F :C→C′ is a gs-monoidal functor (with respect to ∇ and
!) such that also Fop is so (with respect to Qop and †op). We denote by PMCat the
category of p-monoidal categories (as objects) and p-monoidal functors (as arrows).
As for new-bang categories, we think that the set-theoretical aspects of p-monoidal
categories have never been explicitly analyzed in the literature. Intuitively, a generic
arrow from a1⊗ · · ·⊗ an to b1⊗ · · ·⊗ bm (where the ai’s and the bi’s are ‘basic’
objects) represents some kind of partition of {a1; : : : ; an; b1; : : : ; bm}, likewise in match-
share categories. Notice however that here the initial model of the empty signature
contains equivalence classes that do not include objects from both the source and the
target (but empty equivalence classes are still avoided, since the axiom †a; !a= ide
holds). For example, the axiom Qa; !a= !a⊗ !a of r-monoidal categories does not hold
for partitions, because in the partition Qa; !a both a sources belong to the same class,
whereas in partition !a⊗ !a they belong to disjoint classes.
Table 1 summarizes the structure of the various classes we have considered. In
particular, the 1rst four rows show whether (co)duplicators and (co)dischargers are
required, while the remaining six rows illustrate the laws that regulate the interplay
between duplicators, dischargers and their opposites. The columns are devoted to each
one of the categories presented. Entries are marked with the symbol ∗ if the objects
of the category in the corresponding columns (which are categories themselves) must
satisfy the structural requirement associated to the row. The symbol — is used other-
wise. Please note that, for the sake of readability, we presented the alternative version
of the axiom for r-monoidal categories involving duplicators and coduplicators, namely
Qa;∇a=(∇a⊗a); (Qa⊗Qa), as already done in the caption of Fig. 12.
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Table 1
A taxonomy of properties
ShCat GSCat RMCat MShCat NBCat PMCat
∇ * * * * — *
Q — — * * — *
! — * * — * *
† — — * — * *
∇a; Qa = a — — * * — *
Qa;∇a = (∇a⊗a); (Qa⊗Qa) — — * * — *
Qa;∇a = (∇a⊗ a); (a⊗Qa) — — — * — *
†a; !a = e — — * — * *
†a;∇a = †a ⊗†a — — * — — —
Qa; !a = !a⊗ !a — — * — — —
Fig. 15. Generic 
-space.
3. The general model: 
-spaces
We introduce now a concrete representation for the algebraic structures discussed in
the previous section. It can be thought of as a normal form presentation of the less
formal wire and box diagrams illustrated in the Introduction. Basically, we split the
operative components of a diagram from the logical connectivity. The typical operative
components of a distributed system are the input and output interfaces, and the basic
functional modules (which can be viewed as n-to-m black boxes, giving the building
blocks for the wire and box notation). The way these components can interact consti-
tutes the logical part of the system. Suitable link channels can faithfully express this
connectivity-related aspect. We write z : s to say that the variable z has sort s.
Denition 3.1 (
-Assignments). Let 
 be a signature. A 
-assignment over a bipartite
set Z=X
⊎
Y (X is called the set of names, and Y the set of results) of typed
variables is any of the following sentences, where the x’s, the y’s and the z’s range
over X; Y and Z, respectively, and all the variables in a sentence are di.erent.
Generator: x1; : : : ; xn
f
py1; : : : ; ym, where xi : si for i=1; : : : ; n; yj : s′j for j=1; : : : ; m,
and f∈
!;!′ with != s1; : : : ; sn, and !′= s′1; : : : ; s′m,
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Link: z1p z2, where z1 : s and z2 : s,
Input: ✷py1; : : : ; ym, where m¿0,
Output: x1; : : : ; xnp✷, where n¿0.
We say that a variable z is used (respectively, assigned) if it appears in the left-hand
(respectively right-hand) side of a sentence.
Denition 3.2 (
-Spaces). A distributed space over 
 is a set G of 
-assignments
such that
(1) G contains exactly one input sentence ✷py1; : : : ; ym, denoted by in(G),
(2) G contains exactly one output sentence x1; : : : ; xnp✷, denoted by out(G),
(3) all the variables in in(G); out(G) and gen(G)= {x1; : : : ; xn
f
py1; : : : ; ym ∈G} are
di.erent,
(4) all the variables in link(G)= {z1p z2 ∈G} occur also in either gen(G); in(G) or
out(G),
(5) the set of links is closed transitively, in the sense that if z1p z2 ∈G and z2p z3∈G
(with z1 = z3), then z1p z3 ∈G.
We call 
-spaces the equivalence classes of distributed spaces over 
 up to injective
renaming (since names in a distributed space are local, they can be safely renamed
without a.ecting the interaction with the external environment).
We also let in(G) denote the tuple 〈y1; : : : ; ym〉 of variables occurring in the in-
put sentence, as well as using out(G) for denoting the tuple 〈x1; : : : ; xn〉 of variables
occurring in the output sentence.
Abusing the notation, a 
-space is denoted by the same symbols of the distributed
spaces in the equivalence class it represents. Given a distributed space G, its :ow
relation is the preorder induced over variables by the set of sentences; its link relation
is the preorder induced over variables by the set of links.
A relevant class of 
-spaces that enjoys some nice properties and that we shall
exploit in the following is given by relational 
-spaces.
Denition 3.3 (Relational 
-space). A 
-space G is called relational if
(1) the only kind of link sentences allowed consists of sentences of the form yp x
where y is a result and x is a name,
(2) the Now relation induced by the assignments in G is acyclic.
Note that, since links such as y1py2 and x1p x2 are not allowed in relational

-spaces, then each nonempty chain of links must have length one.

-spaces yield a monoidal category. Indeed, let st :V ∗→ S∗ be the function mapping
a list of typed variables into the corresponding list of types, e.g. st(z1; : : : ; zn)= s1; : : : ; sn
if zi : si for i=1; : : : ; n. The objects are the elements of S∗, while each 
-space G is
viewed as an arrow G : st(in(G))→ st(out(G)).
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The parallel composition of two 
-spaces G1 and G2 is always de1ned, yielding as a
result the 
-space G1⊗G2 that can be constructed as follows: Choose two distributed
spaces in the classes of G1 and G2 such that their underlying sets of variables are
disjoint (we can assume without loss of generality that G1 and G2 are already variable
disjoint), then let
in(G1 ⊗ G2) = in(G1) · in(G2);
out(G1 ⊗ G2) = out(G1) · out(G2);
gen(G1 ⊗ G2) = gen(G1) ∪ gen(G2);
link(G1 ⊗ G2) = link(G1) ∪ link(G2);
where · denotes string concatenation, and ∪ denotes set union.
Proposition 3.1. Let G1; G2 be two 
-spaces. Then G1⊗G2 is a 
-space.
Proof. Properties (1) and (2) immediately follow by de1nition; property (3) follows
from the fact that when merging the two spaces no name clash occurs; the last two
properties (4) and (5) are ensured by the analogous properties on G1 and G2 and from
the fact that all the variables in link(G1⊗G2) appear either in link(G1) or in link(G2)
(and similarly for in; out and gen).
Proposition 3.2. The parallel composition of 
-spaces is associative.
Proof. It trivially follows from the fact that inputs and outputs are represented as
strings (juxtaposition is associative) and that 
-spaces are sets of sentences (set union
is associative).
The empty 
-space G= {✷p ; p✷}, where  denotes the empty list of variables,
is the unit element for parallel composition.
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a 
-space. Then G⊗G=G=G⊗G.
The sequential composition of G1 and G2 is de1ned if and only if st(out(G1))=
st(in(G2)). For the sake of presentation, we assume G1 and G2 to be variable disjoint
except for the variables in the output interface of G1 and those in the input interface
of G2, i.e., out(G1)= in(G2), and take the distributed space G1;G2 de1ned by
in(G1;G2) = in(G1);
out(G1;G2) = out(G2);
gen(G1;G2) = gen(G1) ∪ gen(G2);
link(G1;G2) =merge(link(G1); out(G1); link(G2));
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where the composition of links merge(L1; W; L2) is de1ned below (for W a vector of
names and L1; L2 two sets of links, disjoint except for names in W ).
First, we denote by W [i] the ith variable in the list W , and write
z1p z2p z3 · · · znp zn+1 ∈ L;
when all the links z1p z2; z2p z3; : : : ; znp zn+1 are contained in L. Then, we de1ne
merge(L1; W; L2) as the set of links
{z1p z2 | z1; z2 =∈ W; z1p W [i1]p W [i2] · · ·W [in]p z2 ∈ L1 ∪ L2}:
Here W [i1]pW [i2] · · ·W [in−1]pW [in] is a possibly empty sequence of links involv-
ing only variables in W , and we can safely assume that all the indices ij are di.erent.
If the sequence is empty, then this means that either z1p z2 ∈L1 or z1p z2 ∈L2.
Intuitively, variables in out(G1) (and in(G2)) are removed from the composition
G1;G2, but their ingoing and outgoing links are propagated to the remaining vari-
ables, with respect to the matching out(G1)[i]↔ in(G2)[i], for i=1; : : : ; n, of the
variables in the ‘merged’ interfaces of G1 and G2. Note that this matching can in-
troduce unexpected ‘chains’ of links, e.g., when ypW [1]; W [1]pW [2]∈L1 and
W [2]pW [3]; W [3]p x∈L2 we have the link yp x in the composed space. It is
worth remarking that this de1nition preserves the transitive closure property (5) of
De1nition 3.2 on links.
The following technical lemmas will be useful for proving Proposition 3.7.
Lemma 3.4. Let W be a list of names and let L1 and L2 be two sets of links; whose
underlying sets of names are disjoint except for names in W . Then
(1) {z1p z2 ∈L1 | z1; z2 =∈W}⊆merge(L1; W; L2); and
(2) {z1p z2 ∈L2 | z1; z2 =∈W}⊆merge(L1; W; L2).
Proof. Immediate, by de1nition of merge(L1; W; L2) (considering empty chains of links
between the names in W ).
Lemma 3.5. Let W and W ′ be two lists of names; and let L1; L2 and L3 be three sets
of links such that names in L1 and L2 are disjoint except for names in W; names in
L2 and L3 are disjoint except for names in W ′; and names in L1 plus W are disjoint
from names in L3 plus W ′. Then
merge(L1; W; merge(L2; W ′; L3)) = merge(merge(L1; W; L2); W ′; L3):
The proof of Lemma 3.5 is simple but long and is postponed to Appendix A:1.
Since we mostly deal with relational 
-spaces whose links have the form yp x
and therefore sequences such as W [i1]pW [i2] · · ·W [in−1]pW [in] are either empty
or contain just one variable W [i] for a suitable index i, we characterize in this case
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Fig. 16. Forward links for composition of relational 
-spaces.
the set link(G1;G2) as the union of three smaller sets
I1 = {yp x ∈ L1};
I2 = {yp x ∈ L2};
Ffw = {yp x |yp W [i] ∈ L1; W [i]p x ∈ L2};
with x; y =∈W . The sets I1 and I2 contain the links in L1 and L2 that do not involve
variables in the merged interfaces (that disappear after the composition). The links in
Ffw are obtained by matching the variables in the interfaces that are associated to the
same index, as illustrated in Fig. 16.
Proposition 3.6. Let G1; G2 be two 
-spaces; such that st(out(G1))=st(in(G2)):
Then G1;G2 is a 
-space.
Proof. The property follows from the fact that variables in the merged interfaces can
appear neither in gen(G1) nor in gen(G2).
Proposition 3.7. The sequential composition of 
-spaces is an associative operation.
Proof. By construction and by Lemma 3.5.
Proposition 3.8. Let G1; G2; G′1, G
′
2 be 
-spaces such that Gi can be sequentially
composed with G′i for i=1; 2: Then (G1;G
′
1)⊗ (G2;G′2)= (G1⊗G2); (G′1⊗G′2).
Proof. To prove this, it su4ces to observe that the merged interfaces W1 and W2,
between G1 and G′1 and between G2 and G
′
2, respectively, are disjoint.
For each !∈ S∗, the identity 
-space G! is the unique 
-space satisfying
st(in(G!)) = st(out(G!)) = !;
gen(G!) = ∅;
link(G!) = {in(G!)[i]p out(G!)[i] | i = 1; : : : ; |!|}
∪ {out(G!)[i]p in(G!)[i] | i = 1; : : : ; |!|}:
The proof that 
-spaces G! indeed behave like identities with respect to sequential
composition relies on property (5) of De1nition 3.2. In fact, the composition introduces
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some sort of transitive closure for the links relating variables in the merged interface,
and for the identity to exist such closure cannot create new links.
Proposition 3.9. Let G be a 
-space. Then G;Gst(out(G)) =Gst( in(G));G=G.
Since we are mainly interested in relational 
-spaces, but any G! clearly violates
both constraints for relational spaces, then other concrete spaces must play the role
of identities for the subclass of relational 
-spaces. By slightly abusing the notation,
we denote again by G! the relational 
-spaces behaving like identities with respect to
sequential composition with other relational spaces, and we de1ne them as follow
st(in(G!)) = st(out(G!)) = !;
gen(G!) = ∅;
link(G!) = {in(G!)[i]p out(G!)[i] | i = 1; : : : ; |!|}:
Proposition 3.10. Let G be a relational 
-space. Then G;Gst(out(G))=Gst( in(G));G=G,
with Gst(out(G)) and Gst( in(G)) the acyclic versions of identities.
4. 
-spaces for nets, term graphs and relations
In this section we show how many of the categorical models presented in Section 2
can be alternatively characterized as suitable acyclic 
-spaces by imposing di.erent
requirements over the set of links. In particular, since these restrictions on the link
structure are preserved by both parallel and sequential composition, those spaces can
be considered as ‘normal forms’, that is, concrete representations of their categorical
counterparts.
4.1. Symmetric monoidal
We begin by providing the class of 
-spaces which characterize symmetric monoidal
categories: Its elements must satisfy a tight requirement over links.
Denition 4.1 (Symmetric 
-space). A 
-space G is called symmetric if
(1) all the link sentences have the form ypx, for y a result and x a name;
(2) the Now relation induced by the assignments in G is acyclic;
(3) each variable is assigned exactly once in G;
(4) each variable is used exactly once in G.
Proposition 4.1. Parallel and sequential composition of symmetric 
-spaces yield
symmetric 
-spaces.
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Proof. For parallel composition the result is trivial. For sequential composition, let us
consider G1 and G2 that can be concatenated. For each result y1 in G1 there is at
most one link y1pW [i] such that W [i] is in the output interface of G1. If such a link
exists, then we take the unique link W [i]px2 in G2 (that must exist for a variable x2
not in the input interface of G2). It follows that only the link y1px2 is created after
the composition that involves y1 and x2, thus preserving the last two requirements of
De1nition 4.1.
Note that the 1rst two restrictions amount to requiring that G is a relational 
-space.
Moreover, the identities G! as de1ned for relational 
-spaces are symmetric 
-spaces,
thus we get a monoidal category structure. To show that symmetric 
-spaces de1ne
the arrows of a concrete symmetric monoidal category, we have to show what the
symmetries are.
Denition 4.2 (The 
-space G!;!′). For each pair of strings !;!′ ∈ S∗, with |!|= n,
and |!|′=m, we de1ne the symmetric 
-space G!;!′ as follows: Let Y and X be
two lists of (pairwise disjoint) names such that |Y |= |X |= n+m, Y [i] : (! ·!′)[i], and
X [i] : (!′ ·!)[i] for i=1; : : : ; n+ m, then
G!;!′ = { p Y; Xp } ∪ {Y [i]p X [i + m] | i = 1; : : : ; n}
∪ {Y [i]p X [i − n] | i = n+ 1; : : : ; n+ m}:
Proposition 4.2. Symmetric 
-spaces are the arrows of a concrete symmetric monoi-
dal category; which is (isomorphic in SMCat to) the one freely generated by 
:
Let us make precise what we mean by ‘freely generated’ symmetric monoidal cat-
egory. Algebraically, we refer to the initial term algebra over the binary operators
{⊗; ; }, with constants the names of the operators in 
 and the additional {a; b}, for
a; b sorts. Categorically, we refer to the image of 
 with respect to a suitable adjoint
functor between the ‘category of signatures’ and SMCat, see e.g. [11] for a more
exhaustive description. We present here just an informal sketch of the proof: We leave
a detailed proof of the analogous result for gs-monoidal spaces (see De1nition 4.3) to
the appendix.
Proof (Sketch): Since symmetric 
-spaces are acyclic, we already know (from
Proposition 4.1) that they possess a monoidal category structure, with identities G!
as de1ned on p. 18 (above Prop. 3.10). Hence we have to show that the family of 
-
spaces {G!;!′}!;!′ ∈ S∗ is a natural isomorphism from −1⊗−2 to −2⊗−1, and satis1es
the coherence axioms of De1nition 2.2. This can be done directly by exploiting the
de1nition of G!;!′ and applying the de1nition of parallel and sequential composition.
The freeness result relies on previous characterization results for symmetric monoidal
categories as suitable (strongly concatenable) Petri processes [36, 37] and more recent
analogous results for pre-nets [6], to which our spaces are equivalent.
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First, let us give some terminology, to be used also in the sketched proofs of
Propositions 4.5 and 4.8. For relational 
-spaces we de1ne the depth of a ‘generator’
sentence x1; : : : ; xn
f
py1; : : : ; ym as the number of generator sentences in the longest
Now relation chain that leads to any of the xi’s. The sharing degree of a variable is
given by the number of outgoing links, plus one if the variable is an output, whilst
the matching degree is given by the number of incoming links, plus one when the
variable is an input. Thus, the proof can be summarized by four fundamental steps.
• We 1rst de1ne the functor H mapping the arrows of the symmetric category freely
generated by 
 into our model by structural induction, i.e., since the basic arrows
are identities, symmetries and generators, H is de1ned as follows:
(1) each ida is mapped to the identity space Ga;
(2) each a; b is mapped to Ga;b;
(3) each generator f :!→!′ ∈
, with |!|= n and |!′|=m is mapped to
Gf = { p Y!; Y![1]p X![1]; : : : ; Y![n]p X![n]; X!
f
pY!′ ;
Y!′ [1]p X!′ [1]; : : : ; Y!′ [m]p X!′ [m]; X!′p }
for X!; Y!; X!′ and Y!′ disjoint tuples of variables (canonically chosen).
• We de1ne a normal form for the arrows of the free symmetric monoidal category
associated to 
. The normal form consist of arrows with maximal parallelism that
have the following shape:
s1; (u1 ⊗ t1); s2; (u2 ⊗ t2); : : : ; sn; (un ⊗ tn); sn+1;
where
(1) the si’s are permutations (i.e., arrows composed by identities and symmetries);
(2) the ui’s are identities;
(3) each ti is the parallel composition of generators at depth i in the image through
H of the arrow (respecting some predetermined, 1xed total ordering of the
operators in 
).
Notice that normal forms are unique only up to iso given by di.erent choices of
the permutations si;
• We show that 
-spaces preserve reduction to normal form: Whenever two di.erent
normal forms are mapped into the same space, they can be proved equivalent. The
proof works by induction on the length of the normal form, i.e., on the maximal
depth of any generator;
• We conclude by de1ning the inverse functor of H , i.e., proving H surjective (thanks
to the acyclicity of our structure, this can be easily done by considering any total
sorting of the Now relation).
The use of symmetric monoidal categories as an algebraic semantic framework for
net processes [6, 29] guarantees that symmetric 
-spaces o.er a natural structure for
those net-based systems where causality information plays a central role. Using
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-spaces, Petri net computations 1nd an immediate representation in terms of places
as sorts, tokens as variables, and transitions as operations. In fact, the link structure
is needed for taking into account the dependency relation between tokens, and this
intuition is further con1rmed by the following result.
Proposition 4.3. Let 
 be a many-sorted signature; and let !;!′ ∈ S∗ be strings. The
class of symmetric 
-spaces with source ! and target !′; containing no generators;
is in one-to-one correspondence with the class of (sort-preserving) bijective functions
between the components of ! and those of !′:
We refer the reader to [13] for more details.
4.2. GS-monoidal
As illustrated in Section 2, gs-monoidal categories are symmetric monoidal categories
enriched with suitable transformations for copying and discharging information, which
lack the naturality axiom. In our setting, this enrichment reNects into a relaxation of
the previous constraints over symmetric 
-spaces.
Denition 4.3 (GS-monoidal 
-space). A 
-space G is called gs-monoidal if
(1) all the link sentences have the form ypx, for y a result and x a name;
(2) the Now relation induced by the assignments in G is acyclic;
(3) each variable is assigned exactly once in G.
The constraints are exactly the 1rst three requirements stated in De1nition 4.1. Notice
that any symmetric 
-space is also a gs-monoidal 
-space.
Proposition 4.4. Parallel and sequential composition of gs-monoidal 
-spaces yield
gs-monoidal 
-spaces.
The characterization of duplicators and dischargers is the intuitive one.
Denition 4.4 (The 
-spaces G2! and G
0
!). For each string !∈ S∗, with |!|= n, we
de1ne the gs-monoidal 
-spaces G2! and G
0
! as follows: Let Y and X be lists of names
such that |Y |= n, |X |=2n, Y [i] :![i], X [i] :![i], and X [i + n] :![i], for i = 1; : : : ; n.
Then
G0! = { p Y; p };
G2! = { p Y; Xp } ∪ {Y [i]p X [i] | i = 1; : : : ; n}
∪{Y [i]p X [i + n] | i = 1; : : : ; n};
where we recall that  denotes the empty list of variables.
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We state now a correspondence result, con1rming that gs-monoidal spaces provide
a normal form for gs-monoidal categories. As for Proposition 4.2, we give here just a
sketch of the proof; the full proof can be found in the appendix.
Proposition 4.5. GS-Monoidal 
-spaces are the arrows of a concrete gs-monoidal
category, which is (isomorphic in GSCat to) the one freely generated by 
.
Proof (Sketch): As for the proof of Proposition 4.2, the acyclicity of gs-monoidal

-spaces together with Proposition 4.4 guarantees the monoidal category structure.
Moreover, the 
-spaces G!;!′ de1ned in the previous section behave as symmetries also
for gs-monoidal spaces (the proof is analogous to that sketched for Proposition 4.2).
Therefore, we have just to show that the families of 
-spaces {G2!}!∈S∗ and {G0!}!∈S∗
are transformations from the identity functor −1 to −1⊗−1, and to G, respectively,
verifying the coherence axioms of De1nition 2.4. This can be done directly by exploit-
ing the de1nition of G2! and G
0
! . As an important remark, it is trivial to verify that the
naturality axioms are not satis1ed by {G2!}!∈S∗ and {G0!}!∈S∗ . To show the freeness
of our model (see the appendix for a detailed proof) we rely on the results of [11],
since gs-monoidal 
-spaces o.er a concrete structure corresponding to a normalized
representation for gs-graphs. The proof technique is the standard one: First, a functor
is de1ned by structural induction that goes from the freely generated gs-monoidal cat-
egory to gs-monoidal 
-spaces, with ∇a and !a mapped into G2a and G0a , respectively;
second, a normal form is de1ned for gs-monoidal terms and it is shown that when-
ever two di.erent normal forms are mapped into the same 
-space, then they can be
proved equivalent; eventually, the inductively de1ned functor is proved surjective. Here
we just remark that the normal form for the arrows of the free gs-monoidal category
associated to 
 has the following shape:
g1; (u1 ⊗ t1); g2; (u2 ⊗ t2); : : : ; gn; (un ⊗ tn); gn+1;
where:
(1) each gi has the form (
⊗ni
j=1∇ki; jai; j ); si, with si a permutation, ∇0a = !a, ∇1a = ida,
∇2a =∇a and ∇k+1a =∇a; (∇ka ⊗ ida) if k¿2 and where ki; j¿0 if i = n + 1 (i.e.,
dischargers are allowed only in gn+1); in particular each ki; j represents the shar-
ing degree of the corresponding variable in the associated 
-space, but when the
sharing degree is 0, the discharger is postponed to the end of the expression rep-
resenting the normal form;
(2) the ui’s are identities;
(3) each ti is the parallel composition of generators at depth i in the 
-space associated
to the arrow (respecting some predetermined, 1xed total ordering of the operators
in 
).
To some extent we take as normal forms those terms with maximal parallelism and
minimal duplication.
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The main result of [11] states that the free gs-monoidal category over a (one-sorted,
ordinary) signature is isomorphic to the class of (ranked) term graphs labeled over
it. 4 It is in this setting, as well as in the presentation of open graphs [32], that we
recover the intuitive interpretation of copying and discarding as suitable operations over
graph-based structures. In general terms, the enrichment allows for a more complex link
structure, analogous to one-to-many broadcasting, as suggested by the following result.
Proposition 4.6. Let 
 be a many-sorted signature; and let !;!′ ∈ S∗ be strings. The
class of gs-monoidal 
-spaces with source ! and target !′; containing no generators;
is in one-to-one correspondence with the class of (sort-preserving) functions between
the components of !′ and those of !.
We refer the reader to [11] for more details.
4.3. R-monoidal
Due to the presence of both coduplicators and codischargers in the relational model,
we have no restriction on the number of incoming and outgoing links in the cor-
responding version of 
-spaces. The weaker constraint considered here just involves
the global structure of the link sentences: We recall now the de1nition of relational

-spaces (see De1nition 3.3).
Denition 4.5 (Relational 
-space). A 
-space G is called relational if
(1) all the link sentences have the form ypx, for y a result and x a name;
(2) the Now relation induced by the assignments in G is acyclic.
Note that any gs-monoidal 
-space is also a relational 
-space. As we will see, the
terminology ‘relational’ is due to the application of such spaces to the modeling of
relations. For example, in a relational 
-space each variable can be assigned and used
as many times as necessary, i.e., it can be connected to several (possibly to none)
other variables.
Proposition 4.7. The parallel and sequential composition of relational 
-spaces yield
relational 
-spaces.
Analogously to the gs-monoidal case, we can characterize coduplicators and codis-
chargers.
Denition 4.6 (The 
-spaces UG2! and UG
0
!). For each string !∈ S∗, with |!|= n, we
de1ne the relational 
-spaces UG2! and UG
0
! as follows: Let Y and X be lists of names
such that |Y |=2n, |X |= n, Y [i] :![i], Y [i + n] :![i], and X [i] :![i], for i=1; : : : ; n.
4 We recall that term graphs [3] are essentially 1nite directed acyclic graphs labeled over a signature,
allowing for the explicit representation of subterm sharing.
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Then
UG
0
! = { p ; Xp };
UG
2
! = { p Y; Xp } ∪ {Y [i]p X [i] | i = 1; : : : ; n}
∪ {Y [i + n]p X [i] | i = 1; : : : ; n}:
The families { UG2!}!∈S∗ and { UG0!}!∈S∗ behave, respectively, as the coduplicator and
the codischarger for relational spaces.
Proposition 4.8. Relational 
-spaces are the arrows of a concrete r-monoidal cate-
gory; which is (isomorphic in RMCat to) the one freely generated by 
.
Proof (Sketch): We already know that relational 
-spaces possess a monoidal cate-
gory structure. Moreover, the 
-spaces G!;!′ , {G2!}!∈S∗ , and {G0!}!∈S∗ de1ned in the
previous sections behave as symmetries, duplicators and dischargers also for generic re-
lational spaces. Therefore, we have just to show that the families of 
-spaces { UG2!}!∈S∗
and { UG0!}!∈S∗ are transformations, respectively, from −1⊗−1 and from the constant
G to the identity functor −1, satisfying the coherence axioms in De1nition 2.5. This
can be done by exploiting the de1nition of UG2! , and UG
0
! . To show the freeness of our
model we rely on the results of [8], since relational 
-spaces o.er a concrete mathe-
matical structure corresponding to a normalized representation for relations. The proof
technique is the standard one: First, a functor is de1ned by structural induction that
goes from the freely generated r-monoidal category to relational 
-spaces (with the ob-
vious preservation of symmetries, duplicators, dischargers and their ‘co’ counterparts);
second, a normal form is de1ned for r-monoidal terms and it is shown that whenever
two di.erent normal forms are mapped into the same 
-space, then they can be proved
equivalent; eventually, the inductively de1ned functor is proved surjective. Here we just
remark that the normal form for the arrows of the free r-monoidal category associated
to 
 has the following shape:
r1; (u1 ⊗ t1); r2; (u2 ⊗ t2); : : : ; rn; (un ⊗ tn); rn+1;
where:
(1) each ri is a relation, and therefore 1nds a normal representation (by the results
in [8]) as the term (⊗nij=1∇ki; jai; j ); si; (⊗mij=1 Qhi; jbi; j), with si a permutation, ∇0a = !a,
Q0a= †a, ∇1a =Q1a= ida, ∇2a =∇a, Q2a=Qa, ∇k+1a =∇a; (∇ka ⊗ ida) and Qk+1a =
(Qka⊗ ida);Qa if k¿2;
(2) the ui’s are identities;
(3) each ti is the parallel composition of generators at depth i in the 
-space associated
to the arrow (respecting some predetermined, 1xed total ordering of the operators
in 
).
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The additional freedom allowed in the link structure has been used to model :ow-
graphs [8, 39], that is, hyper-graphs labeled over a signature. In fact, since codischargers
mimic the occurrence of name matching, many-to-many broadcasting is simulated, as
shown by the following result.
Proposition 4.9. Let 
 be a many-sorted signature; and let !;!′ ∈ S∗ be strings. The
class of r-monoidal 
-spaces with source ! and target !′; containing no generators;
is in one-to-one correspondence with the class of (sort-preserving) relations between
the components of ! and those of !′:
We refer the reader to [8] for more details.
4.4. A case study: Anite partial orders
If 
 is a one-sorted signature that contains only unary operators, then we may use
relational 
-spaces for the representation of labeled partial orders.
Denition 4.7. If 
 is a one-sorted signature containing only unary operators, a rela-
tional 
-space G is called a po
-space.
Let (P;; ‘; A) be a 1nite partial order labeled over the set A (hence, ‘ :P→A for P
partial order), and let us consider the 
-spaces over the signature 
A={a :1→1 | a∈A}.
In a similar fashion to the proposal of [17], the basic ingredients for the normal form
representation are the 
A-spaces in the family {Ea}a∈A, where
Ea = {✷p y1; x apy; x1p ; y1p x; yp x1; y1p x1}:
Intuitively, each 
-space Ea represents an event with label a in parallel with an identity.
The presence of the links y1p x and y1p x1, acting as a duplicator of the input
position, together with the presence of the links yp x1 and y1p x1, acting as a match
in the output position, creates a sort of implicit transitive closure of identities whenever
the sequential composition is applied. Thus, let spo
A-spaces denote the subclass of
po
A-spaces, i.e. those spaces generated by closure of the family {Ea}a∈A with respect
to the constants and operators of r-monoidal spaces. The 
A-space associated to P is
obtained by composing the Ea’s following the intuitive correspondence with the labeled
elements of P.
Theorem 4.10. The class of spo
A -spaces from  to  is in one-to-one correspondence
with the class of Anite partial orders labeled on A.
Proof (Sketch): The mapping from partial orders to 
-spaces can be de1ned as fol-
lows. If the partial order is made up of disconnected partially ordered subsets, then
the associated 
-space will be the parallel composition of the 
-spaces associated to
the various components (the order of the parallel composition is not important, since
they are all arrows from  to  and therefore can be freely permuted, i.e., we rely on,
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a multi-set structure). If the partial order is connected, then
• we divide the elements in layers according to the ordering (minimal elements go in
the 1rst layer L1, the elements whose all predecessors are minimal elements go in
the second layer L2, and so on, in such a way that an element is in the ith layer
Li i. all its predecessors are in
⋃
j¡iLj and there is at least one predecessor that
is in Li−1) and let m be the total number of layers;
• we 1x an arbitrary total order ¡ for the elements in each layer;
• for each layer Li with ni elements ordered as ei;1¡· · ·¡ei; ni , we de1ne the asso-
ciated 
-space Hi as the product Gsi ⊗Eai; 1 ⊗ · · ·⊗Eai; ni , where ai; j = ‘(ei; j) and si
is the number of elements in
⋃
j¡iLj (the idea is that also the attach points are
propagated through the layers, since this is necessary to model partial orders where
an element depends from unrelated elements in di.erent layers);
• we let ri denote the relation between the elements of the layers
⋃
j6iLi and Li+1
which is obtained by restricting ❁, and call Ri the relational 
-space associated
to ri;
• let R′i =(G2si+ni); (Gsi+ni ⊗Ri);
• the 
-space associated to the connected partial order is then
R0;H1;R′1;H2;R
′
2 · · · ;R′m−1;Hm;Rm;
where R0 is the parallel composition of n1 copies of the discharger G0, and Rm is
the parallel composition of as many copies of the codischarger UG0 as the elements
in the partial order.
The idea is to have a representative in any Hi (either an identity, or a component
Ea) for each element in the 1rst i layers of the partial order, then two consecutive
layers i and i + 1 are connected by relating the elements of the (i + 1)th layer with
the representative of their predecessors, and maintaining the correspondence between
the representatives of the same element in the two layers. This de1nition creates some
redundancy (for example when e1❁ e2❁ e3 the connection between e1 and e3 is added
twice: one is expressed directly, and one is inherited from the connection between e3
and e2, since e1❁ e2), which is however discarded in the overall composition (
-spaces
are sets of sentences and not multi-sets).
The backward mapping is de1ned by taking an element e(x; a; y) with label a for each
generator sentence x
a
py in the 
-space, and by letting
e(x1 ;a1 ;y1) ❁ e(x2 ;a2 ;y2)
whenever the 
-space contains a link sentence y1 p x2. Since input and output strings
are empty, this mapping is injective.
Example 4.1. The 
A-space UG
0
1 ;Ea;G
2
1 ; (Eb⊗Ec); UG
2
1 ;Eb;G
0
1 corresponds to the partial
order in Fig. 17. The explicit construction for a subterm is given in Fig. 18 (where,
for simplicity, we adopt a self-explanatory vector notation for the input and output
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Fig. 17. A partial order P= {ei}i=1;:::;4 with labels over the set A= {a; b; c}.
Fig. 18. Step by step illustration of Ea;G21 ; (Eb⊗Ec); UG
2
1 ;Eb.
Fig. 19. UG01 ;Ea;G
2
1 ; (Eb⊗Ec); UG
2
1 ;Eb;G
0
1 .
variables). Notice that this expression is simpler than the one associated to the same
partial order by the mapping in the proof of Theorem 4.10, which is
UG
0
1;Ea; (G
2
1; (G1 ⊗ G21)); (G1 ⊗ Eb ⊗ Ec); (G23; (G3 ⊗ (( UG
2
1 ⊗ G1); UG
2
1));
(G3 ⊗ Eb); (G01 ⊗ G01 ⊗ G01 ⊗ G01);
but the two expressions can be proved equivalent, and evaluate to the 
-space in
Fig. 19 (without ‘inputs’ and ‘outputs’).
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We believe that our characterization of partial orders as ‘closed elements’ of an
axiomatically de1ned algebra of relations is new. One of the advantages of our repre-
sentation is given by the straightforward de1nition of sequential composition for partial
orders, which is of course dependent upon the ordering of input and output elements.
4.5. New-bang
The last class of relational spaces that we consider can be used to model processes
with creation and deletion.
Denition 4.8 (New-bang 
-spaces). A 
-space G is called new-bang if
(1) all the link sentences have the form y p x, for y a result and x a name;
(2) the Now relation induced by the assignments in G is acyclic;
(3) each variable is assigned at most once in G;
(4) each variable is used at most once in G.
Notice that any new-bang 
-space is also a relational 
-space. Here we forbid
sharing and matching, but allow for the hiding of results and for the introduction of
new resources.
Proposition 4.11. The parallel and sequential composition of new-bang spaces yield
new-bang spaces as a result.
Dischargers G0! and codischargers UG
0
! are de1ned as for relational spaces.
Proposition 4.12. New-bang 
-spaces are the arrows of a concrete new-bang category;
which is (isomorphic in NBCat to) the one freely generated by 
.
As for the case concerning partial orders in Section 4.4, the case of one-sorted
signatures containing exclusively unary operators is particularly interesting.
Denition 4.9. If 
 is a one-sorted signature containing only unary operators, a new-
bang 
-space G is called a ms
-space.
Now, let A be a set, and let 
A be the one-sorted signature containing the elements
of A as unary operators. We can now state a theorem analogous to the correspondence
result for partial orders, presented in Theorem 4.10.
Theorem 4.13. The class of ms
A -spaces from  to  is in one-to-one correspondence
with the class of Anite multisets of strings over A.
Since the sequential composition of two arrows from  to  is equivalent to their
parallel composition, and veri1es the commutative property, on the homset [; ] of
new-bang spaces we have the structure of a commutative monoid. Hence, new-bang
spaces can be used to model a commutative monoid over a monoidal structure. Notice
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that the two units are di.erent (one is the empty space, the other is the empty string),
as otherwise the two monoidal structures would collapse.
5. 
-spaces for partitions and contextual nets
In this section we move away from acyclic spaces. This is achieved by allowing the
use of backward links, links between input elements, and links between output elements.
However, we still require some kind of ‘regularity’ over the links. In particular we
assume links to de1ne equivalence classes (i.e., they are symmetrically closed, while
transitivity is imposed by de1nition and reNexivity is left implicit).
5.1. Partitions
The last class of spaces we consider gives a framework for partitions.
Denition 5.1. A 
-space G is called a partition space if and only if the reNexive
closure of the link relation is an equivalence relation.
To some extent, this requirement corresponds to implicitly consider spaces taken up
to equivalence classes of variables.
Proposition 5.1. The parallel and sequential composition of partition spaces yield
partition spaces as a result.
Due to the peculiar nature of the link relation, symmetries, (co)duplicators, and
(co)dischargers still exist, but the constraints of partition spaces force some of them to
have a richer structure than the one previously considered. In fact, they can be obtained
by freely adding link sentences, in order to obtain the minimal equivalence relation.
Overloading the notation, we will use the same symbols to denote such spaces.
For each pair of strings !;!′ ∈ S∗, with |!|= n and |!|′=m, the partition space
G!;!′ (which plays the roˆle of the symmetry) is explicitly described as follows: Let Y
and X be lists of (pairwise disjoint) names such that |Y |= |X |= n+m; Y [i] : (! ·!′)[i],
and X [i] : (!′ ·!)[i] for i=1; : : : ; n+ m. Then
G!;!′ = {✷p Y; Xp } ∪ {Y [i]p X [i − n] | i = n+ 1; : : : ; n+ m}
∪ {Y [i]p X [i + m] | i = 1; : : : ; n} ∪ {X [i + m]p Y [i] | i = 1; : : : ; n}
∪ {X [i − n]p Y [i] | i = n+ 1; : : : ; n+ m}:
For each string !∈ S∗, with |!|= n, the partition spaces G2!, and G0! are as follows:
Let Y and X be lists of names such that |Y |= n; |X |=2n; Y [i] :![i]; X [i] :![i], and
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X [i + n] :![i], for i=1; : : : ; n. Then
G0! = {✷p Y; p };
G2! = {✷p Y; Xp } ∪ {Y [i]p X [i] | i = 1; : : : ; n}
∪ {Y [i]p X [i + n] | i = 1; : : : ; n} ∪ {X [i]p X [i + n] | i = 1; : : : ; n}
∪ {X [i]p Y [i] | i = 1; : : : ; n} ∪ {X [i + n]p Y [i] | i = 1; : : : ; n}
∪ {X [i + n]p X [i] | i = 1; : : : ; n}:
And similarly for their ‘co’ version.
Proposition 5.2. Partition spaces are the arrows of a concrete p-monoidal category
which is (isomorphic in PMCat to) the one freely generated from 
.
Proof (Sketch): The proof is analogous to those given in the previous sections. We
just point out the normal form representation for the arrows of the free p-monoidal
category generated by 
:
p1; (u⊗ t);p2;
where:
(1) each pi is a partition and 1nds a normal representation as the term si; (⊗nij=1 Qki; jai; j ;
∇hi; jai; j ); s′i , with si and s′i permutations, ∇0a = !a; Q0a= †a; ∇1a =Q1a= ida;∇2a =∇a;
Q2a=Qa; ∇k+1a =∇a; (∇ka ⊗ ida), and Qk+1a =(Qka⊗ ida);Qa if k¿2;
(2) u is the parallel composition of identities (one for each partition class of nodes in
the space);
(3) t is the parallel composition of all the generators in the space.
The normal form presentation for the arrows suggests the correspondence result
stated in the proposition below. The idea is that p1 groups together all the inputs that
belong to the same partition and introduces a new node for each class that has no
representative in the input list, then as many copies of the classes are made, as it is
needed by the left parts of generator sentences, plus one (which is propagated via u,
in parallel with t). The term p2 performs a similar task for outputs.
Proposition 5.3. Let 
 be a many-sorted signature; and let !;!′ ∈ S∗ be strings. The
class of partition 
-spaces with source ! and target !′; containing no generators; is
in one-to-one correspondence with the class of (sort-preserving) equivalence classes
on the disjoint union of the components of ! and those of !′.
We believe that our algebraic characterization of partitions is new.
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5.2. Contextual nets
As a last case we consider a subclass of partition 
-spaces.
Denition 5.2. A partition 
-space G is called contextual if
(1) each variable is assigned at least once in G;
(2) each variable is used at least once in G.
Proposition 5.4. Parallel and sequential composition of contextual 
-spaces yield con-
textual 
-spaces.
Proposition 5.5. Contextual 
-spaces are the arrows of a concrete match-share
category; which is (isomorphic in MShCat to) the one freely generated from 
.
The name ‘contextual’ comes from the use of match-share categories for the rep-
resentation of contextual nets, that is, ordinary Petri nets with read arcs, following
the paradigm of read=write access to shared resources, where readers are allowed to
progress in parallel. The axioms of match-share categories faithfully embed the com-
positional properties of contextual net processes: The basic idea is that the concurrent
access by two transitions to the same place, which is part of the context, is simulated
by the creation of two copies of that place, concurrently 1ring the transitions, and then
matching the newly created instances of the place. For more details we refer the reader
to [17].
6. Conclusion
In this work we focused on a set-theoretical, intensional description of various
algebraic models for the representation of ‘concurrent and distributed systems’ pro-
posed in the recent literature. Since many of them admit a presentation in terms of
enriched symmetric monoidal categories, we looked for a unifying concrete framework
based on the same concepts. This led us to a precise characterization of four funda-
mental aspects of an abstract distributed system: its input and output interfaces, the
basic functionalities it provides and the links for the connection of subsystems.
As a main result, many of the algebraic approaches found in the literature are pre-
cisely characterized in our framework by considering di.erent restrictions on the link
sentences. We plan to show how these representation results allow for a uniform trans-
lation of these theories into a suitable speci1cation formalism for partial algebras [27],
as proved for a class of these structures in [5, 28], the main point being the availability
of tools supporting executability.
The idea, already sketched in the Ph.D. Thesis of the 1rst author [4] and in [5] (joint
work with JosXe Meseguer), consists of representing 
-spaces as sets of triples of the
form 〈l1; op; l2〉, where l1 and l2 are either lists of variables or the symbol ✷, and op
is either an operator of 
, or one of the auxiliary constructors in, out, link. The various
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restrictions about format and correctness on 
-spaces can then be translated in such
representation. Using e.g. the logical language Maude [9] (of the OBJ family [19]),
they can be de1ned as Boolean predicates, and checked at runtime. Since Maude, as
well as other languages supporting algebraic speci1cations and rewriting mechanisms,
allows for e4cient rewriting over a mixing of associativity, commutativity, identity and
idempotency, it could o.er a good basis for exploiting 
-spaces as a data structure for
the modeling of distributed systems, with rewrite rules over them de1ning the dynamics
of the system. The process of speci1cation and prototyping of interesting paradigms
could then be accelerated and conveniently tested.
Appendix A. Proofs
In this appendix we give a full proof of Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 4.5. The latter
is taken, with minor adjustments, from [11].
A.1. Associativity of merge
We present the proof of Lemma 3.5, which is used in Proposition 3.7 to prove the
associativity of the sequential composition of 
-spaces. For the reader convenience,
the statement of the lemma is repeated below:
Lemma A.1. Let W and W ′ be two lists of names; and let L1; L2 and L3 be three
(transitively closed) sets of links such that names in L1 and L2 are disjoint except
for names in W; names in L2 and L3 are disjoint except for names in W ′; names in
L1 plus W are disjoint from names in L3 plus W ′. Then;
merge(L1; W; merge(L2; W ′; L3)) = merge(merge(L1; W; L2); W ′; L3):
Proof. Let L′1 =merge(L1; W; L2) and L
′
3 =merge(L2; W
′; L3). The equality merge
(L1; W; L′3)=merge(L
′
1; W
′; L3) follows by proving separately the two inclusions. We
detail the proof for merge(L1; W; L′3)⊆merge(L′1; W ′; L3); the converse inclusion can be
proved analogously. Let z1p z2 ∈merge(L1; W; L′3), we want to show that
z1p z2 ∈merge(L′1; W ′; L3). By de1nition of merge(L1; W; L′3); z1; z2 ∈W and there ex-
ists a chain of links
z1p W [i1]p W [i2] · · ·W [in]p z2 ∈ L1 ∪ L′3
for n¿0. We distinguish three cases:
(1) n=0 and z1p z2 ∈L1: Since z1; z2 ∈W , by Lemma 3.4 z1p z2 ∈L′1. Since names
in L1 and W ′ are disjoint, we can apply again Lemma 3.4 to conclude that
z1p z2 ∈merge(L′1; W ′; L3).
(2) n=0 and z1p z2 ∈L′3: Therefore z1; z2 ∈W ′ and there exists a chain of links
z1p W ′[j1]p W ′[j2] · · ·W ′[jm]p z2 ∈ L2 ∪ L3
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for m¿0. We distinguish three possibilities:
(a) m=0 and z1p z2 ∈L2: By Lemma 3.4 it follows that z1p z2 ∈merge
(L′1; W
′; L3) (because z1; z2 ∈W ∪W ′).
(b) m=0 and z1p z2 ∈L3: Again, by Lemma 3.4 it follows that z1p z2
∈merge(L′1; W ′; L3) (because z1; z2 ∈W ∪W ′).
(c) m¿0: Note that if W ′[jk ]pW ′[jk+1]∈L2, then, by Lemma 3.4,
W ′[jk ]pW ′[jk+1]∈L′1, because names in W ′ are not in W , thus
W ′[j1]p W ′[j2] · · ·W ′[jm−1]p W ′[jm] ∈ L′1 ∪ L3:
Analogously, if z1pW ′[j1]∈L2, then, by Lemma 3.4, z1pW ′[j1]∈L′1, be-
cause z1; W ′[j1] ∈W ; hence z1pW ′[j1]∈L′1 ∪L3. The same reasoning applies
to W ′[jm]p z2. Therefore
z1p W ′[j1]p W ′[j2] · · ·W ′[jm]p z2 ∈ L′1 ∪ L3:
Since z1; z2 ∈W ′, we can conclude z1p z2 ∈merge(L′1; W ′; L3).
(3) n¿0: This is the most di4cult case. We can assume without loss of generality
that the links in the chain
z1p W [i1]p W [i2] · · ·W [in]p z2
belong alternately to L1 and L′3, since these sets are closed transitively. Thus,
suppose that z1pW [i1]; W [in]pz2 ∈L1 (the other cases are analogous). Then,
W [i2k ]pW [i2k+1]∈L1 and W [i2k−1]pW [i2k ]∈L′3 for 16k¡n=2. Thus, for each
k, either W [i2k−1]pW [i2k ]∈L2 or there exists a chain
W [i2k−1]p W ′[jk;1]p W ′[jk;2] · · ·W ′[jk;mk ]p W [i2k ] ∈ L2 ∪ L3
with mk¿0 and W [i2k−1]pW ′[jk;1]; W ′[jk;mk ]pW [i2k ]∈L2 (because L3 does
not contain names in W ). Let k1¡k2¡ · · ·¡kl be the indices for which the second
case holds. If there is no such index (l=0), then
z1p W [i1]p W [i2] · · ·W [in]p z2 ∈ L1 ∪ L2
and therefore z1p z2 ∈L′1 because z1; z2 ∈W . Then, by Lemma 3.4,
z1p z2 ∈merge(L′1; W ′; L3) because z1; z2 ∈W ′. If l¿0, then z1 and z2 are con-
nected through a chain of the form
z1pW [i1]pW [i2]p · · ·pW [i2k1−1]∈L1 ∪L2
(*) W [i2k1−1]pW [jk1 ;1]∈L2
W ′[jk1 ;1]pW ′[jk1 ;2]p · · ·pW ′[jk1 ; mk1 ]∈L2 ∪L3
(**)W ′[jk1 ; mk1 ]pW [i2k1 ]∈L2
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W [i2k1 ]pW [i2k1+1]pW [i2k1+2]p · · ·pW [i2k2−1]∈L1 ∪L2
(*) W [i2k2−1]pW ′[jk2 ;1]∈L2
W ′[jk2 ;1]pW ′[jk2 ;2]p · · ·pW ′[jk2 ; mk2 ]∈L2 ∪L3
(**)W ′[jk2 ; mk2 ]pW [i2k2 ]∈L2
W [i2k2 ]pW [i2k2+1]pW [i2k2+2]p · · ·pW [i2k3−1]∈L1 ∪L2
...
W [i2kl−1 ]pW [i2kl−1+1]pW [i2kl−1+2]p · · ·pW [i2kl−1]∈L1 ∪L2
(*) W [i2kl−1]pW ′[jkl;1]∈L2
W ′[jkl;1]pW ′[jkl;2]p · · ·pW ′[jkl;mkl ]∈L2 ∪L3
(**)W ′[jkl;mkl ]pW [i2kl ]∈L2
W [i2kl ]pW [i2kl+1]pW [i2kl+2]p · · ·pW [in]p z2 ∈L1 ∪L2.
Hence we can shift links marked with (*) one line up and links marked with (**) one
line down, obtaining
z1pW [i1]pW [i2]p · · ·pW [i2k1−1]pW ′[jk1 ;1]∈L1 ∪L2
W ′[jk1 ;1]pW ′[jk1 ;2]p · · ·pW ′[jk1 ; mk1 ]∈L2 ∪L3
W ′[jk1 ; mk1 ]pW [i2k1 ]p · · ·pW [i2k2−1]pW ′[jk2 ;1]∈L1 ∪L2
W ′[jk2 ;1]pW ′[jk2 ;2]p · · ·pW ′[jk2 ; mk2 ]∈L2 ∪L3
W ′[jk2 ; mk2 ]pW [i2k2 ]p · · ·pW [i2k3−1]pW ′[jk3 ;1]∈L1 ∪L2
...
W ′[jkl−1 ; mkl−1 ]pW [i2kl−1 ]p · · ·pW [i2kl−1]pW ′[jkl;1]∈L1 ∪L2
W ′[jkl;1]pW ′[jkl;2]p · · ·pW ′[jkl;mkl ]∈L2 ∪L3
W ′[jkl;mkl ]pW [i2kl ]pW [i2kl+1]p · · ·pW [in]p z2 ∈L1 ∪L2.
Then, since W ′ and W are disjoint and z1; z2 ∈W , we get
z1pW ′[jk1 ;1]∈L′1
W ′[jk1 ; mk1 ]pW
′[jk2 ;1]∈L′1
W ′[jk2 ; mk2 ]pW
′[jk3 ;1]∈L′1
...
W ′[jkl−1 ;1]pW ′[jkl;1]∈L′1
W ′[jkl;mkl ]p z2 ∈L′1.
Moreover, noticing that any link in L2 between two elements of W ′ is also in L′1 (by
Lemma 3.4 since W and W ′ are disjoint), we obtain
W ′[jk1 ;1]pW ′[jk1 ;2]p · · ·pW ′[jk1 ; mk1 ]∈L′1 ∪L3
W ′[jk2 ;1]pW ′[jk2 ;2]p · · ·pW ′[jk2 ; mk2 ]∈L′1 ∪L3
...
W ′[jkl;1]pW ′[jkl;2]p · · ·pW ′[jkl;mkl ]∈L′1 ∪L3.
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Therefore we have found a chain in L′1 ∪L3 connecting z1 and z2 through the elements
of W ′. Since z1; z2 ∈W ′, then z1p z2 ∈merge(L′1; W ′; L3).
A.2. Building free categories
In this 1rst part we make explicit the construction of both the free symmetric
monoidal and the free gs-monoidal category. 5 For the sake of readability, we re-
strict to the one-sorted hyper-signatures; the many-sorted case can be recovered
easily.
Example A.1. The forgetful functor | | : SMCat→Set mapping a symmetric monoidal
category to its set of objects has a left adjoint SM that maps a set S to the free sym-
metric monoidal category generated by S. An explicit description of category SM (S)
can be given via inference rules and equations. We present them for our speci1c case
of interest, namely SM (1) (where 1 is a singleton set).
The category SM (1)= 〈N;⊗; 0; 〉 has as objects underlined natural numbers n∈N,
on which functor ⊗ is de1ned as n⊗m= n+ m (in fact, objects must form a monoid
generated by a singleton set; the unit is clearly 0). Arrows are equivalence classes of
terms generated by the following rules:
n ∈ N
idn : n→ n
t : n→ m; t′ : m→ k
t; t′ : n→ k
n; m ∈ N
n;m : n⊗ m→ m⊗ n
t : n→ m; t′ : n′ → m′
t ⊗ t′ : n⊗ n′ → m⊗ m′
with respect to the following equations: For all n; m; k; n′; m′ ∈N, and for all arrows
t; t1; t2; t3 ∈ SM (1)
(Categories):
idn; t = t = t; idm for t : n→ m;
(t; t1); t2 = t; (t1; t2):
(Functoriality):
idn⊗m = idn ⊗ idm;
(t; t1)⊗ (t2; t3) = (t ⊗ t2); (t1 ⊗ t3) whenever both sides are deAned :
5 Since we focus on the representation result for 
-spaces, our presentation is tailored accordingly. The
reader will note that our de1nition of monoidal categories actually characterizes what are called strict
monoidal categories in the literature. Since no confusion can arise, we have omitted the pre1x ‘strict’ in
order to ease the notation. Also, we only consider monoidal functors that preserve monoidal product and
unit ‘on the nose’.
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(Monoidality):
t ⊗ id0 = t = id0 ⊗ t;
(t ⊗ t1)⊗ t2 = t ⊗ (t1 ⊗ t2):
(Naturality):
n′ ; n; (t ⊗ t1) = (t1 ⊗ t); m′ ;m for t : n→ m; t1 : n′ → m′:
(Symmetry):
0;0 = id0;
n;m; m;n = idn⊗m; and
k⊗n;m = (idk ⊗ n;m); (k;m ⊗ idn):
Note also that for all the arrows of SM (1) their source and target actually coincide
(that is, for n =m, the homset SM (1)[n; m] is empty).
Intuitively, symmetric monoidal categories formalize in categorical terms the basic
notions of tupling and permutation, as shown by the many coherence results for these
categories (originating from [26]). For our purposes, we just need the following result.
Lemma A.2 (Symmetries and permutations). For any n∈N; the set of arrows from n
to n in SM (1) (i.e.; the homset SM (1)[n; n]) is isomorphic to the set of permutations
over {1; : : : ; n}.
An analogous characterization for the set of all possible functions can be obtained,
if we enrich the categories at hand.
Example A.2. Similarly to Example A.1, let GSM : Set→GSCat be the left adjoint
functor mapping each set to its free gs-monoidal category. An explicit description of
GSM (1)= 〈N;⊗; 0; ;∇; !〉 is easily obtained by adding to the description of SM (1) in
Example A.1 the following inference rules for arrows
n ∈ N
!n : n→ 0
n ∈ N
∇n : n→ n⊗ n
and the following axioms: 6 For all n; m; k ∈N,
• !0 =∇0 = id0,
• ∇n; (idn ⊗∇n)=∇n; (∇n ⊗ idn),
• ∇n; (idn⊗ !n)= idn,
6 Even if these are just instances of the diagrams in De1nitions 2.2 and 2.4, we 1nd convenient to
summarize them for readers that may prefer an equational presentation for axioms.
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• ∇n; n; n=∇n,
• ∇n⊗m; (idn⊗ m; n⊗ idm)=∇n⊗∇m,
• !n⊗m= !n⊗ !m.
The next result provides an easy characterization for the arrows in GSM (1).
Lemma A.3 (Arrows of GSM (1) are functions). For any n; m∈N; the set of arrows
from n to m in GSM (1) (i.e.; the homset GSM (1)[n; m]) is isomorphic to the set of
all functions from {1; : : : ; m} to {1; : : : ; n}.
Proof (Sketch): A direct proof of the statement is quite cumbersome but not really
needed. It follows from the observation that GSM (1) is a Cartesian category, because
the equations t;∇m=∇n; (t⊗ t) and t; !m= !n hold for all t : n→m in GSM (1). Hence
it is isomorphic to the algebraic theory generated by the empty signature, in which
arrows from n to m are in one-to-one correspondence with m-tuples of variables taken
from the set {x1; : : : ; xn}.
Corollary A.4 (Multiplicators). For each n∈N; the homset GSM (1)[1; n] is a single-
ton: We denote the only arrow in it by ∇n; and call it a multiplicator. We obviously
have ∇0 = !1; ∇1 = id1; and ∇2 =∇1.
Moreover; if n=m + k + 1; then ∇n; (idm⊗∇1⊗ idk)=∇n+1 and ∇n;
(idm⊗ !1⊗ idk)=∇n−1. Finally; for every permutation 7 : n→ n; we have ∇n; 7=∇n.
Let us explain now how a free gs-monoidal category can be generated from a (one-
sorted) hyper-signature 
. The idea is as follows. Every gs-monoidal category M has
an underlying generalized signature having a monoid of sorts (the objects of M) and all
the arrows of M as operators. This de1nes a forgetful functor from GSCat to GenSig,
the category of generalized signatures. This functor has an obvious left adjoint (denoted
GSTh) that preserves the monoid of sorts of its argument signature, and generates in
a free way all the missing structure on arrows. We will obtain the free gs-monoidal
category of a signature 
 as the action of GSTh over 
.
Denition A.1 (Generalized signatures). A generalized signature 
 is a four-tuple
〈M; T; s; t〉, where M is a monoid, T a set of operators, and s; t :T→U (M) are (the
source and target) functions, where U (M) is the underlying set of M . A morphism of
generalized signatures f : 
→
′ is a pair 〈fM : M→M ′; fT : T→T ′〉, where fM is
a monoid homomorphism and fT a function preserving source and target. Generalized
signatures and their morphisms form a category, denoted GenSig.
Note that a one-sorted signature is a generalized signature where M is the free
monoid generated by a singleton (whose elements we denote by underlined natural
numbers).
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Denition A.2 (GS-monoidal theories). Let V : GSCat→GenSig be the forgetful
functor mapping a gs-monoidal category to the underlying generalized signature, and
let GSTh : GenSig→GSCat be its left adjoint. Then the gs-monoidal theory of a
given (one-sorted) hyper-signature 
 is de1ned as GSTh(
), i.e., the free gs-monoidal
category generated by 
.
An explicit description of category GSTh(
) for a given signature can be easily
provided on the basis of Examples A.1 and A.2. In fact, such a category is obtained
by generating arrows using all the inference rules listed in those examples plus the
following rule:
(generators)
f ∈ 
n;m
f
 : n→ m
and then by imposing all the axioms listed in the examples.
More explicitly, it will be convenient to regard the arrows of GSTh(
) as equiva-
lence classes of terms as follows. Let :(
) be the signature having as constants the
(countable) set {idn; n;m;∇n; !n | n; m∈N}∪ {f
 |f∈
}, and as binary operators the
set {; ;⊗}. Let Tˆ:(
) be the set of terms over :(
) generated by the inference rules
of Examples A.1 and A.2, plus the rule (generators) above. Then, quite obviously,
an arrow t of GSM (1) is an equivalence class of terms t ∈ Tˆ:(
) with respect to the
equivalence induced by the axioms of Examples A.1 and A.2.
Note that there is an obvious chain of inclusions SM (1) ,→GSM (1) ,→GSTh(
).
The following result will be useful in the following.
Lemma A.5 (Decomposition of arrows of gs-monoidal theories). For any signature 
;
for each arrow t of the associated gs-monoidal theory GSTh(
); either t= id0 or
it can be decomposed into the composition t0; : : : ; tk ; with k¿0; of arrows of the
form ti =(⊗nij=1 id1)⊗ t′i ⊗ (⊗mij=1id1); where ni; mi¿0; and t′i ∈{id1; 1;1;∇1; !1} ∪ {f
 |
f∈
}.
Proof. One way of proving this is to show that every term in Tˆ:(
) is equivalent to
a term of the required shape in Tˆ:0(
), where signature :0(
) has the (1nite) set of
constants {id1; 1;1;∇1; !1} ∪ {f
 |f∈
}, and {; ;⊗} as binary operators.
First, note that all constants in {idn; n;m;∇n; !n} are equivalent to terms over :0(
).
This is obvious for idn and !n; for n;m and ∇n it can be shown by repeated applications
of the last axiom of Example A.1 and of the 1fth axiom of Example A.2, exploiting
also the fact that n;m= −1m;n. Since the (binary) operators in :(
) and :0(
) coincide,
this is su4cient to show that every term over :(
) is equivalent to a term over
:0(
).
Second, any term in Tˆ:0(
) can be transformed into a sequential composition of paral-
lel components by lifting all semicolons to the outermost level, by repeated applications
of the second axiom for functoriality in Example A.1; sometimes identities have to be
added, as in t⊗ (t′; t′′)= (t; idn)⊗ (t′; t′′)= (t⊗ t′); ((⊗nj=1id1)⊗ t′′). Finally the same
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technique (i.e., adding identities and applying functoriality) can be used to leave in
each component of the sequential decomposition only one basic arrow di.erent from
id1.
A.3. GS-Monoidal 
-spaces are arrows of the gs-monoidal theory
In this section we prove the correspondence between the gs-monoidal theory of a
signature 
 and the category GS
 whose arrows are gs-monoidal 
-spaces. We restrict
again to one-sorted signatures: The many-sorted case can be recovered easily. The 1rst
observation is that GS
 can be equipped with a gs-monoidal structure, as it is recalled
below.
Lemma A.6 (The category of gs-monoidal 
-spaces). Let GS
 be the category whose
objects are (underlined) natural numbers; and arrows are gs-monoidal 
-spaces; such
that G : n→m if |in(G)|= n and |out(G)|=m.
Then the structure 〈GS
;⊗; G0; Gn;m; G2n ; G0n 〉 is a gs-monoidal category.
Therefore the axioms for gs-monoidality are sound for gs-monoidal 
-spaces, i.e.,
any equation that can be deduced from the theory of gs-monoidal categories also holds
for gs-monoidal 
-spaces (via the translation provided by the functor in the next propo-
sition). The result of this appendix implicitly states that those axioms are also complete.
For the time being, we can summarize Lemmas A.5 and A.6 with the following propo-
sition.
Proposition A.7 (The full functor for gs-monoidal theories). For any signature 
; a
full gs-monoidal functor F
 :GSTh(
)→GS can be deAned inductively.
Proof. By the freeness of GSTh(
) and since GS is gs-monoidal, a gs-monoidal
functor F
 :GSTh(
)→GS is uniquely determined by imposing F
(1)= 1 on ob-
jects, and F
(f
)=Gf on generators (i.e., the arrows corresponding to operators of the
signature).
More explicitly, functor F
 maps the basic arrows id0; id1; 1;1; ∇1; !1, and f
 to the

-spaces G; Gid; G1;1; G21 ; G
0
1 , and Gf, respectively (for Gf the 
-space containing
only one generator, x1; : : : ; xn
f
py1; : : : ; ym for operator f∈
n;m, input py′1; : : : ; y′n,
output x′1; : : : ; x
′
m p and the set of links {y′i p xi | i=1; : : : ; n} ∪
{yipx′i | i=1; : : : ; m}). The functor clearly preserves monoidal product and sequen-
tial composition. Lemma A.5 ensures that in this way F
 is de1ned on all arrows of
GSTh(
). Since any gs-monoidal 
-space can be decomposed into parallel and se-
quential composition of elements in its image, it follows that F
 is full (i.e., surjective
over the homsets).
Actually, F
 is also injective on homsets: in categorical terms, this is expressed by
the following proposition.
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Lemma A.8 (Faithfulness). For any signature 
; the functor F
 :GSTh(
)→GS(
)
is faithful.
The two propositions imply that the arrows of the homset GSTh(
)[n; m] are in one-
to-one correspondence with the gs-monoidal 
-spaces with m variables in the output,
and n variables in the input. And since F
 is obviously bijective over objects, our main
theorem immediately follows.
Theorem A.9 (Representation theorem for gs-monoidal 
-spaces). For any signature

; the gs-monoidal categories GSTh(
) and GS
 are isomorphic.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma A.8. As a 1rst result, it is
easy to show that the functor F
 :GSTh(
)→GS
 restricts to an isomorphism between
the arrows of GSM (1) and the discrete gs-monoidal 
-spaces, i.e., those 
-spaces with
an empty set of generators.
Proposition A.10 (Faithfulness for the empty signature). For any signature 
; the
functor F
 :GSTh(
)→GS
 restricts to a full functor F∅ :GSM (1)→DGS
; where
DGS
 is the subcategory of GS
 including only discrete gs-monoidal 
-spaces as
arrows. Moreover; F∅ is faithful.
Proof. An arrow t of GSM (1)⊆GSTh(
) is generated by inference rules and equa-
tions of Examples A.1 and A.2, thus it does not contain any generator. By the def-
inition of F
 in the proof of Proposition A.7, clearly F
(t) is discrete, and this
ensures that F∅ :GSM (1)→DGS is well de1ned. Fullness of F∅ follows by instan-
tiating Proposition A.7 for the empty signature 
∅, by observing that GSM (1)=
GSTh(
∅), DGS
=GS
∅ , and F∅=F
∅ .
As for faithfulness, we 1rst show that each discrete gs-monoidal 
-space with a list
of n input variables and m output variables identi1es a function from m to n. In fact, a
discrete space G may only contain links {yip xj | i=1; : : : ; n; j=1; : : : ; m} for input
p y1; : : : ; yn and output x1; : : : ; xmp . Thus, we obtain a function <(G) :m→ n; it
is easy to see that it is well de1ned, as it does not depend on the concrete representative
chosen in G.
Then, faithfulness of F∅ follows because for each n; m∈N it restricts to a surjective
function (by fullness) from GSM (1)[n; m] to DGS
[n; m], which are two isomorphic
1nite sets, by Lemma A.3 and the above discussion.
Now for the general case, recall that arrows of GSTh(
) and GS
 are actually
equivalence classes. An arrow of GSTh(
) is an equivalence class of terms of a
suitable signature, as remarked just before Lemma A.5, while a gs-monoidal 
-space
is an isomorphism class of concrete spaces. To prove Lemma A.8 we need to move
to a more concrete setting, by considering representatives of those equivalence
classes.
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The next de1nition shows how to associate with a concrete representative  of an
arrow t, a concrete gs-monoidal 
-space =() that is a representative of the gs-monoidal

-space F
(t), and also a suitable function > relating generators in  to generators
of =().
Denition A.3 (From representatives of arrows to spaces). Let :(
) be the signa-
ture and Tˆ:(
) be the set of terms as de1ned just before Lemma A.5. It is convenient
to regard a term ∈ Tˆ:(
) as a partial function  : {0; 1}∗ * :(
), such that its domain
O() (also called the set of occurrences of ) satis1es for w∈{0; 1}∗ and i∈{0; 1}:
(1) O() is 1nite, nonempty, and left-closed (i.e., if wi∈O() then w∈O());
(2) wi∈O() implies (w)∈{; ;⊗}, and (w)∈{; ;⊗} implies {w0; w1}⊆O(). 7
For ∈ Tˆ:(
), let O
()⊆{0; 1}∗ be the set of all occurrences of generators in ,
i.e., O
()= {w∈O() | (w)=f
 for some f∈
}.
Now let t be a 1xed arrow in GSTh(
). For each term ∈ t we de1ne a concrete

-space =() which is representative of the gs-monoidal 
-space F
(t), and, at the
same time, a function > :O
()→ gen(=()), i.e., to the generators of =(). Note that
for =() we do not need to describe the entire structure, but it is su4cient to show
how a concrete 
-space in F
(t) can be determined uniquely. =() and > are de1ned
by induction on the structure of .
(1) If  is in {id1; 1;1;∇1; !1}, then let =() be the (only) discrete 
-space in F
(t)
having natural numbers as input and output variables, and de1ned in the intuitive
way (for example, for ∇1 the input is p1, the output is 2; 3p , the set
of links {1p2; 1p3}). Function > :O
()→ gen(=()) is necessarily the empty
function, because O
()= ∅.
(2) If =f
 for operator f∈
n;m, then let =() be the (only) in F
(t) having n+ m
as set of input and output variables, such that the input is p1; : : : ; n, the out-
put pn + 1; : : : ; n + m, the generator is x1; : : : ; xn
f
py1; : : : ; ym and the set of
links {ipxi | i=1; : : : ; n} ∪ {yipn+ i | i=1; : : : ; m}. In this case clearly O
()=
{}, where  is the empty string, and we de1ne >()= x1; : : : ; xn
f
py1; : : : ; ym.
(3) If = @0⊗ @1, then let =()= =(@0)⊕ =(@1), where ⊕ is almost like the parallel
composition of 
-spaces. Only, to ensure that =() is a well de1ned 
-space,
we have to provide an explicit construction of the disjoint union. It su4ces to
provide it for variables, by stating that var(G0⊕G1)= {〈0; n〉 | n∈ var(G0)}
∪ {〈1; n〉 | n∈ var(G1)}.
Next, we clearly have O
()= {0w |w∈O
(@0)}∪{1w |w∈O
(@1)}, and we de1ne
> as >(0w)= 〈0; >@0 (w)〉, and >(1w)= 〈1; >@1 (w)〉.
(4) If = @0; @1, then we can follow the same idea as in the previous case to de1ne
=() and >. More precisely, =() can be de1ned uniquely by making the operation
of sequential composition of 
-spaces deterministic, for example using an explicit
construction of disjoint union as in the previous case; and > will then be uniquely
determined by >@0 and >@1 .
7 Informally, O() is the set of nodes of the syntactic tree of , represented by their access paths.
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By construction, function > is easily shown to be an isomorphism between O
()
and the set of generators of =().
The next lemma shows that for each arrow t of GSTh(
), we can choose a term
∈ t having a suitable structure that mirrors, to some extent, the structure of the
gs-monoidal 
-space associated with t. For the rest of the section, 7; 7′; 7i; : : : range
over permutations, i.e., arrows of SM (1).
Lemma A.11 (Decomposition lemma). Let 
 be a signature and t : n→m be an arrow
of the associated gs-monoidal theory GSTh(
); diDerent from id0.
(1) There exists a natural number q¿0 and a term ∈ t over :(
); such that
= 0; 1; : : : ; q; 8 where 0 = ((⊗nj=1∇k0; j); 70); and for each i∈ q; i =
(idpi ⊗ (⊗lij=1(fi; j
 ;∇ki; j))); 7i; for suitable natural numbers pi; ki; j¿0 and li¿1;
and function symbols fi; j
 in 
. We call ∇ki; j the multiplicator of fi; j
 ; 7i the
permutation of level i; and q the depth of .
For each w∈O
() (i.e.; an occurrence of an operator of 
 in ); we say that
the level of w in the decomposition is i if and only if w is the occurrence of an
operator appearing in i. 9
(2) For a term  as in the previous point; and w; v∈O
(); let w¡v iD the level
of w is lower than the level of v. Moreover; let w❁ v iD there is a nonempty
path in =() from generator >(v) to generator >(w) (see DeAnition A:3 for the
notation).
Then for each w; v∈O
(); w❁ v implies w¡v. In other words; the existence of
a path between two generators of a 
-space implies that in any term representing
it; and having the form described in (1); the (operator corresponding to the)
source generator appears in a higher level than the target generator.
(3) Let the space level of an occurrence w∈O
() be the length of the longest
path starting from >(w) and ending in a generator; plus one. Moreover; let
the space depth of  be the maximal space level for the occurrences in O
().
Then for each  with a structure as in point (1) above; it is possible to build
an equivalent term @ having a similar structure; such that (i) the depth of @ is
equal to the space depth of ; and (ii) for each w∈O
(@) the level of w is equal
to its space level.
Proof. Let t : n→m be an arrow of GSTh(
) di.erent from id0.
(1) By Lemma A.5 t includes a term @ on :0(
) of the form @= @0; @1; : : : ; @k with
k¿1, such that for all i6k, @i =(idni ⊗ @′i ⊗ idmi), where ni; mi¿0 and
@′i ∈{id1; 1;1;∇1; !1} ∪ {f
 |f∈
}. We show by induction on k how @ can be
8 When ⊗ and ; denote binary operators of :(
), formally speaking they are not associative. We simplify
the notation by assuming that they associate to the right. Thus, for example, a term 0; 1; 2 over :(
)
should be read as (0; (1; 2)).
9 More formally, the level of w∈O
()⊆{0; 1}∗ is the greatest i∈ q such that 1i is a pre1x of w.
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transformed into an equivalent term = 0; : : : ; q over :(
) having the required
structure.
Base case: Let k =0, thus @= @0 = (idn0 ⊗ @′0⊗ idm0 ). If @′0 ∈{id1; 1;1;∇1; !1},
then a term 0 equivalent to @ and having the desired structure is easily obtained,
recalling that !1 =∇0, id1 =∇1, and ∇1 =∇2. If @′0 =f
 and f∈
n;m, then it
is readily checked that @ is equivalent to term 0; 1, with 0 = idn0 ⊗ n;m0 and
1 = (idn0+m0 ⊗f
); (idn0 ⊗ m0 ; m), having the required structure.
Inductive case: Let @= @0; : : : ; @k for k¿0. By induction hypothesis we can
assume that @= 0; : : : ; q; @k , where @k =(idnk ⊗ @′k ⊗ idmk ), and 0; : : : ; q has the
structure described in the statement.
We proceed by case analysis on @′k . If @
′
k ∈{id1; 1;1}, then @k is a permutation and
we are done because it can be merged with the permutation 7q of q, providing the
required decomposition. If @′k =f
, then as in the Base case @k can be decomposed
as the sequential composition of two terms, say ′q; q+1. Since 
′
q is actually a
permutation and q+1 has the desired structure, we get the required decomposition
of @ as 0; : : : ; (q; ′q); q+1, where we consider 
′
q as merged with permutation 7q.
Finally, suppose that @′k ∈{∇1; !1}. By naturality of symmetries and identities, @k
can be shifted towards left along the decomposition 0; : : : ; q till when @′k happens
to be composed with a multiplicator, by which it will be ‘absorbed’ as described
in Corollary A.4.
(2) It is easy to check that in the sequential composition G;G′ of two gs-monoidal

-spaces there cannot be any path from a generator of G to a generator of G′,
because of acyclicity. The statement follows because the inductive construction of
=() interprets the operator ‘;’ on terms as (a concrete version of) composition on
concrete 
-spaces.
(3) Let  be a term with the structure as in point (1) above. From point (2) we deduce
that the depth of  is greater than or equal to the space depth of , and that for
each w∈O
() the level of w is greater than or equal to its space level. Clearly,
if for each w∈O
() its level and space level are equal, then the depth and the
space depth of  are equal and we are done.
Now let w be an occurrence of a generator of  of minimal level (say i) such that
its level di.ers from its space level (that can be at most i− 1). Informally, the
operator occurrence (w) appearing in i has all its argument operators at most in
i−2 (because by hypothesis their levels and space levels are equal), which implies
that operator (w) composes only with identities of level i− 1. Thus it is possible
to shift (w) (and the associated multiplicator) to level i− 1 by readjusting the
identities of levels i− 1 and i, as well as all involved permutations; in particular,
if (w) was the only operator in i, to obtain the desired structure it is necessary to
merge the new level i (which is equivalent to a permutation) with the permutation
of level i− 1, and the resulting term will have a depth smaller than  (in fact,
note that in the structure of terms considered in point 1, there must be at least
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one operator per level). This process can be iterated and eventually the desired
equivalent term @ is obtained; the termination of this algorithm follows by the
observation that the quantity 
w∈O
()level(w)− space level(w) (straightforwardly
de1ned) decreases at each iteration, and it must be positive.
We have now all the ingredients needed to prove Lemma A.8.
Proof of the Faithfulness Lemma (Lemma A.8). Let s and t be two arrows of
GSTh(
), such that F
(s)=F
(t). We have to show that s= t, or, equivalently, that
there exist two terms over :(
), @∈ s and ∈ t, which can be proved equivalent using
the axioms of Examples A.1 and A.2.
By Lemma A.11, we can assume that both @∈ s and ∈ t have the structure de-
scribed in point (3). Let =(@) and =() be the 
-spaces associated with @ and ,
respectively, by De1nition A.3. By hypothesis they belong to the same 
-space, thus
there exists an isomorphism C : =(@)→ =(). By composing it with the functions >@ and
> of De1nition A.3, we get an isomorphism D
def= >−1 ◦ C ◦ >@ :O
(@)→O
() relating
occurrences of generators in @ and in .
By the choice of @ and , since by hypothesis they are mapped to the same

-space, we know that they have the same depth and the same number of genera-
tors in the corresponding levels. Furthermore, by inspection one may verify that @ and
 have exactly the same set of occurrences of generators. As a consequence the iso-
morphism D can be split into a family of isomorphisms {Di}i6l where l is the depth,
and Di relates generators of level i in @ and . Now it is not di4cult to transform such
isomorphisms into identities, by transforming for example  into an equivalent term ′
having exactly the same structure of . The idea is that two adjacent generators (at
once with the corresponding multiplicators) having the same level i can be exchanged
by modifying only the permutations of levels i − 1 and i.
At this point we are left with terms @ and ′ having the same set of occurrences
of operators and the same generators in the corresponding occurrences. By inspecting
the structure and the relationship with the associated equivalent concrete 
-spaces, it
is easy to see that also all multiplicators in the corresponding occurrences have to be
identical, because each of them is determined by the degree of sharing of a speci1c
variable. So the only thing that can di.er in terms @ and ′ are the permutations of the
various levels. Let us show, by induction on the depth, how ′ can be transformed into
@ via suitable manipulations that preserve the equivalence: This concludes the proof.
If the depth of @ and ′ is 0, then we are done by Proposition A.10 because they
are discrete. Now assume that their depth is l+1. Let E@ and E′ be the permutations
corresponding to the permutations of level l+ 1 of @ and ′, respectively. If they are
equal, then @ and ′ are identical at level l+1, and we are done because we can make
identical their subterms of depth l by induction hypothesis. Now suppose that x is the
least argument on which E−1@ and E
−1
′ di.er. x represents a variable in the output
of the corresponding 
-space. Now either its generator is of level l + 1 or it is of a
lower level. In the 1rst case, we could show that by composing ′ with a permutation
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that exchanges E−1@ (x) and E
−1
′ (x), we obtain an arrow 
′′ equivalent to ′ such that
E−1@ and E
−1
′′ agree on all y6x (because both E
−1
@ (x) and E
−1
′ (x) must be in the
target of the same multiplicator of level l + 1, and by applying the last equation of
Corollary A.4). In the second case, if x is a variable in the output corresponding to
a generator in a level lower than l + 1, then both E−1@ (x) and E
−1
′ (x) must be the
target of identities of level l + 1. In this case we can exchange them by inserting a
permutation at level l + 1, and the inverse permutation at level l. The identities of
level l+1 are clearly not a.ected, and we have obtained an arrow satisfying the same
properties as ′′ above.
By iterating this procedure we 1nally get a term having the same permutation of
level l+ 1 as @, and the statement follows by induction hypothesis.
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